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About This Game

Wardens of the Amber cage is a cooperative action dungeon crawler.

Become one of the heroic warmage's spirits who fed their soul to the mystical Amber Cage, and swore to keep the horrors inside
from reaching reality.

 Explore and claim back the cells: artificial worlds corrupted by the things they were supposed to contain

 Fight hordes of fearsome opponents and their terrifying leaders

 Play with up to two firends with or without Virtual reality Headset

 Recover and unleash antique spells from powerful elemental arsenals

 Harvest the power of your enemies

 Challenge yourself with difficulty settings that increase pattern complexity

Controls

Support keyboard/mouse, Xbox360 controllers and natives VR controllers.
Work with SteamVR based headsets.

Play sitting down or in roomscale mode.
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Title: Wardens of the Amber Cage
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Gembasher Studio
Publisher:
Gembasher Studio
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 SP1+, 8, 10, 64-bit versions only

Processor: SSE2 instruction supported. For VR : Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card with DX10 (shader model 4.0) capabilities. For VR : GeForce GTX 970 (AMD Radeon R9 290) or
better.

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 600 MB available space

Additional Notes: The demonstration version is less than 100mb and should ensure the game work on your computer.

English,French
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one of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665iest games of all time. Now give me Crusades pack. Honestly, I just found it very
boring. The choices were just not fun at all and the stories just didn't do it for me. The cut scenes where they review your choice
are somewhat annoying and I wish I just could turn them off.

I think that it's a cool idea overall, it just felt boring going through the game.. Really boring unrewarding DO NOT BUY. This
game is simply wonderful. If you've had that 90s pc game itch then this game will scratch it.

- Runs on very low end rigs
- Only got around 240mb to download
- Fast paced movement
- Surprisingly deep lore which is completely optional but I highly recomend it
- Quests which are well telegraphed but leave it up to the player
- secrets everywhere
- Enemies are well done with simple patterns that are easy to learn but rewarding to execute
- Great sprite work - seriously they make this art style
- Expansive map design with a brilliant automap
- If you like settings....this game has them all. It's got one of the most expansive option menus I've seen outside of Serious Sam

This game does have a slow start. The first half of the first level is light on enemies unless playing on a higher difficulty and the
caves can be hard to navigate, but as long as you give it the time it deserves then this game shines.

Btw this game was a mod for Doom originally so if you are really unsure go check it out there for free. The devs are so
incredibly amazing that you can name your price for the game. I would still say this game is easily worth every single penny.

https://zanthebonebreaker.itch.io/hedon. This is the frist review I've given and this is the game that made me do it. This game is
quite short (and I havent finished everything yet) nut you have to play and replay to find every little thing on all the different
paths. The game has an amazing athetic and the soundtrack is grat as well. I would recommend buying the game+soundtrack
bundle if you're the kind of person who likes game soundtracks, and I would say the game is a steal for $10.00!. Everything in
Hell is Other Demons is what i was looking for in a game for ages!

It is one hell of a ride game, fast paced, brilliant graphics, amazing soundtrack, the developing of the character and his weaponry
are in my opinion top-notch for the type of game!

i'm very happy that i bought it, and the price is way cheaper considering all the things about this game!

I totally recommend it!!

Thou i haven't reached the end of the game, which i bet is going to be a good more hours of it, i hope this game and the Devs
will surprise is with some DLC of it, either new stuff, or soundtrack. But for now, Hell is Other Demons is my cup of tea game!

So if you excuse me, i'll finish this review and will continue to play!
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A huge Thank you to the developer(s) for such a awesome game, and for being so nice and quick answering all the questions and
doubts!
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If you enjoyed Choice of The Deathless, I think you'll like this one.

Like Choice of The Deathless, It can be hard to get into, especially if you're not familair with the universe. But Craftverse is
very interesting and unique, while it may be complex, it's still very enjoyable. You may get lost at first, but once you get how the
games work, the stats, soulstuff, the system, then it's easy to play. Max gladstone's writing is great, too. If you're a fan of his you
should buy this game. Also, while some of the game's system are similair to the first one, the stats here mattered more, the
romance is better too in my opinion. But there are only two RO AFAIK which is a shame.

it's worth the money, especially now. I recommend you to buy it while it's on sale, if you end up not liking it it wouldn't cost you
too much.. What did I just witness. I just don't know what to say.... Amazing game. I played the original Mushroom Wars and I
must say that this is a great sequel. I haven't had it fot long, but it has been endless fun since I bought it. I think anyone who
enjoys strategy should play this. At first it can seem so basic and simple, but when you play for long enough you start to see so
much more. 10/10 :). Outstanding game, i love it... may be old but its packs one hell of a punch, these are the games they need
to make more of, present games are getting pretty sloppy and repetative.. IN SUMMARY:

At last, a game with voxel graphics that's NOT a minecraft ripoff! This 3d FPS shooter is heavily inspired from Doom/Quake,
with a few RPG and crafting elements from Diablo. You can craft weapons from specific blueprints, and there are player and
item levels, but it's not Borderlands.

You go through levels, shoot enemies, get power crystals and move on to the next level. The main campaign is not randomized,
but there is an endless dungeon mode with randomized enemies and levels. The only real changeup is that it uses the Dark Souls
mechanic of dropping money on death, and enemies respawning when you use a fast travel point.

As befitting of a game inspired by Doom and Quake, the shotgun is fantastic and there are several varieties including a double
barrel. Also a fully automatic 30-round shotty.

Overall, it's a fun, competently constructed shooter that doesn't really reinvent the wheel, but doesn't waste your time. An Easy
Mode is available for those who need it, and there are in-game "advancements" with rewards but no Steam Achievements.

IN MORE DETAIL:

The gameplay is as simple as simple gets - you have guns, you mouse over the hordes of the damned, left click as necessary to
remove hordes of the damned. Naturally, they shoot back, but that's only fair. Enemies range from unarmed zombies to gigantic
Beholder things that shoot gouts of flames at you. Despite the intimidation factor from hell demons and such, I'd say the humble
zombies with guns are actually quite deadly since bullets travel faster than fireballs. The minigun zombies especially require
quick feet and a solid object to hide behind. You can retreat to a safehouse if need be through fast travel nodes. Just using a fast
travel node heals, reloads and recharges your Action Points (mana), but also respawns enemies.

There are RPG elements - you have levels, items have levels and can come in a variety of rarities, and enemies can drop loot,
usually cash and crafting ingredients. Sometimes they drop broken weapons which can't be used unless you go to your safehouse
and fix them for a usually reasonable sum of mats and money. There is an inventory limit which can be boosted with enhanced
armor, but I have rarely hit the inventory limit from loot. Note that this isn't borderlands - There is a broad but finite number of
weapon types, and their stats depend on level and rarity. The guns aren't procedural. If you like a weapon you can upgrade it at
your safehouse to match your level and keep it useful. You can break down weapons/equipment you don't like for mats or sell
them for a few bucks. You can also enhance armor with a selection of bonuses from "Extra carrying capacity" to "run faster".

The biggest difference between this and older FPS games is the ammo limitation. Ammo is actually quite sparse and so
noteworthy it's pointed out on your automap. Picking up ammo restores ammo for all your weapons and you are encouraged to
fill up your loadout ASAP so that you don't run out of options in a tight spot. You can craft, buy, or loot Ammo Boxes which
increase your ammo for a type, but they have the heaviest weight of any item so you can't just cram an infinite amount of ammo
boxes in your pockets. Besides guns, there's a pickaxe for a melee weapon you can put in your heavy weapon slot, but by default
you have a knife which does an impressive amount of damage and levels up with you. It can hit multiple enemies or multi-hit a
large enemy in front of you.
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Healing and Specials are two categories of item that require Action Points as mentioned before. You can find a variety of
healing items but they aren't consumables, they're pieces of equipment that heal on use and have a cool down, requiring a
significant amount of AP. Specials function similarly to healing equipment, but do things like "Increase damage for 20 seconds"
or "Perfect Accuracy for a limited time". These replace the consumables you'd find laying around in Doom/Quake.

A note on the RPG elements - your leveling up just adds health, damage, and AP. There aren't stat points or character builds, it
just means you can take on tougher areas. The level cap is 25 and you can tear through it fast with some luck. The closest thing
to character builds is the initial character selection - you choose from 3 archetypes : Scout, fast but Fragile and based on the
classic 90s FPS characters. Soldier, the Mario all-arounder. Finally there's the Enforcer, based of off modern FPS heros who is
slow but tough.

The main game is a straight up classic campaign - nonrandomized levels, secrets, collectibles you have to go back with later
upgrades to get them - all that old school stuff. Your mission in most levels is simply to get the Power Crystals, which serve as
keycards and progress markers. Get them all, and you can move on to the next level. You leave levels through a door, and can
retreat through the Fast Travel nodes at any point, provided you can get there. You also respawn at the last Fast Travel Node
used if you die, with a marker on your hud where you died.

I like this game and really appreciate the mix of old and new game design elements. Strongly recommended.. Tulpa is a really
strange game. It looks rather nice, and when starting to play you have a little of this feeling like it's similar to LIMBO, but with
colors. There is just one thing that made me understand why this game have mixed reviews - it's because of puzzles. I mean, it's
a puzzle game, right? So if the main element of the game fails, what does it mean to game? It's boring and unplayable. It's not
really similar to LIMBO. Sure, it might look like it is, but that's all. Even without comparing those two games, Tulpa is just bad
puzzle platformer game. Avoid at all costs, it's not worth anything.. Very good job!. Ok now I cahnged my mind about this
game, I spent ACTUAL MONEY on this game to support you but you ♥♥♥♥ing canceled it. I learned a lesson, don't spend
money on a game in early access.. Simple but fun definitely worth the small price

Update for FIREFIGHT RELOADED Released (5-26-2016):

An update for FIREFIGHT RELOADED has been released. The update will be applied when you restart FIREFIGHT
RELOADED.

1.4.3.0:
Singleplayer changes:
- Added a "Credits" button to the main menu.

Shared changes:
- The game now removes leftover NPCs not seen by the player, increasing performance on lower-end systems and preventing
"no free edict" crashes.
- Extended the kick's range.

Also, we are starting work on an overhaul patch that will fix many bugs and issues with the mod as well as bring new bugfixes
and features to the multiplayer component.. 3.25.2.0 Update Notes:

Why the weird timing?. Grimoire 1.2.0.76-R Update:
This update is the LAST update before Grimoire V2 comes out with the manual! This update specifically targets the problem
with full screen on 4K monitors and several other devices. There is a provision in the configuration menu now to test a very
wide variety of auto-detected compatible resolutions for full screen mode with centering, scaling and window boxing as an
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option for all resolutions on your monitor that fall somewhere between the native resolution and 2x scaling.

The DEFAULT is now full screen and your existing config file will be overwritten! You can go into configuration and change to
windowed mode if you'd prefer as was the default in previous versions. You still have to reboot the application to see screen
resolution changes.

There are numerous fixes for various issues in this update and some of them are substantial improvements to playability.

ESCAPE key exits NPC dialogue text input now which is convenient for exiting without typing "BYE" or "QUIT" etc.

There is a new encryption scheme on the resource file which will break existing resource hackers but if you are a low test beta
cuck using a savegame editor you should still find that works unmodified. The savegame files have not been encrypted because
it might break compatibility with very early versions.

The new splash screen for the main menu was disabled although a config option for it is present. The new splash screen will be
present in the coming V2 and then this option will work to switch between classic original splash screen (the one now) and the
new "Grimoire" tome menu screen.

The option to activate TABLET ROBBERS is working but this is still being fine tuned and may exhibit some irregularities. No
matter what happens, you can still get the tablets from The White Owl later in the game no matter who steals them away
initially! It is likely additional information will be added to some of the spells to tell you who has what tablets and where they
are going in the game. Some of this code was commented out for years and has only recently been commented back in. With
more debugging and testing there may be multiple targets for sequestration of tablets robbed from caches, there is existing data
now in the editor for the map that is not used to implement this very feature. For example, a Rhattu stealing a tablet and hiding
it in Nerukruel Pyramid instead of it being collected by the White Owl eventually. All this is being implemented in V2 without
disturbing existing savegames.

Constitution lost through resurrection is now regained to the race base at character creation every time the party sleeps. Just
thought this is something that should not be a permanent penalty when a character is resurrected.

* Some players reported being unable to detect or set the default resolution of 1024x768x16 so a slightly altered version was
updated to simply use whatever the current resolution is at bootup for the full-screen default. This means Grimoire will use
whatever is present, assuming some sort of computer display device is hooked up. If you are viewing Grimoire on a VT102
ASCII terminal you are going to get an error.. Weekly Races - Win special badges by revisiting our top long races!:
Hello Pioneers,

Here are the last weekend races for the Early Access version of Sailaway!

To celebrate we thought it'd be fun to revisit the three most popular weekend long races. Additionally, we have have special
limited edition completion badges for you to win and pin on your boats.

These races overlap each other, but you can race in all three of them at once by using different boats in each and switch between
them (you’ll need to use the waypoint system). Let us know if you manage to complete all three in the comments!

Note: All race descriptions start with this in game: “We're celebrating leaving Early Access by revisiting our most popular long races
with limited edition badges.

Greek Islands EA Long Race. Some mysteries should remain forgotten:

 Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. By the way, I am alive:
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Trying to develop several projects simultaneously multiplied by bad time management broke all reasonable deadlines. But the
game is not abandoned.
. Store page is up!:

Feel free to Wishlist and follow my Dev Homepage.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1018980/
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Also, did I announced no more DLC? I did. Oh well.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1021010/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1021011/
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